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General Plan:
1) Things to do BEFORE anything gets changed:
a) SCAN EVERYTHING with at least two antivirus and
antimalware scanning engines. How exactly you choose which
engines to use, and in what form (online scans, stand alone scanners,
active antivirus/antimalware scanners) is a personal choice.
(Note: many tech writers discourage the use of any third party
ACTIVE antivirus or firewall which disables the ACTIVE elements
of Windows Defender.)
Full scans of the file system and attached data drives take a long
time. But I do run full scans with several products after my version
of Patch Tuesday, after updating all my third party software,
checking my drivers and cleaning my system.
Virus scans run typically half an overnight.
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Disable Your Antivirus Software (Except Microsoft's)
https://robert.ocallahan.org/2017/01/disable-your-antivirus-softwareexcept.html
(A former Mozilla Firefox developer assesses the value of third party
antivirus products.)
Comparisons of these sorts of products were presented earlier this
year by Gary Patrick. Visit the Lexington Technology Group Yahoo
Groups documents page to download a copy of his presentation. This
document may also be available elsewhere. Ask group members
about this.
Web References:
Microsoft Windows Defender Security Center
https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,1926596,00.asp
Microsoft Windows Defender: Finally Good Enough
https://www.tomsguide.com/us/windows-defender,review-2209.html
Malwarebytes Free
https://www.malwarebytes.com/mwb-download/
Antivirus versus Anti Malware: Which One Should I Choose?
Why antivirus and antimalware can help users fight against cyber
attacks
https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/antivirus-versus-anti-malware/

Malwarebytes Free

It’s not either/or. You should use at least one of each.
And here’s a bonus:
Anti-Adware product: AdwCleaner
https://www.malwarebytes.com/adwcleaner/

AdwCleaner current main interface
See also: https://support.malwarebytes.com/docs/DOC-1160

Purpose and usage:
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/download/adwcleaner/
b) Back up Data – this should be happening all the time. Two
mechanical hard drives, external. Only one connected to the
computer at any one time, except when duplicating contents form
one to the other.

Windows 10 File History

Web References:
Back up and restore your files (File History)
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/17143/windows-10-backup-your-files
I use simple copy and paste. I recommend two separate external
drives. That’s in case one fails.
c) Image the System – two critical times. Microsoft Patch Tuesday –
the weekend before. About the Third Weekend of a month, before
updating third party software and performing manual maintenance.
https://www.macrium.com/reflectfree
Also has excellent tutorials and a knowledge base including general
information about the types of image backups and their uses.

Macrium Reflect Free Main Interface

https://www.easeus.com/backup-software/tb-free.html
https://www.backup-utility.com/
(Aomei BackUpper. This product is used in a WinPE environment
from boot media. This makes it unique among this group of
products.)
d) Back up Windows 10 Drivers. This isn’t as difficult as it may
seem. All you need is a copy of the Windows Driver Store
Repository:

Windows 10 tip: Back up your third-party hardware drivers
https://www.zdnet.com/article/windows-10-tip-back-up-your-thirdparty-hardware-drivers/
Tracking down drivers and control software for internal and external
hardware devices after a clean reinstall doesn't have to be a tedious
job. The secret is to back up the driver file repository that Windows
10 maintains. Here's where you'll find it.
(insert my own screenshot here. Nobody does this right online.)
Restore Drivers using a local folder in Windows 10 Device
Manager:

from: How to Backup and Restore Device Drivers in Windows 10?
https://www.winhelponline.com/blog/drivers-backup-restorewindows-10/
How to set up System Restore in Windows 10
It isn’t turned on by default.
Turn On System Restore in Windows 10
https://www.thewindowsclub.com/system-restore-disabled-turn-onsystem-restore-windows

(Questions about Backup before changing anything.)

2) Update Software
It is important to keep Windows, web browsers and third party
software up to date. Important security updates often occur. Even if
an update has no security components, out of date software is a
major cause of system instability.
Windows Update: Automatic for most folks in Windows 10.
Happens most likely on the Second Tuesday of the month. Prepare
accordingly.
If you want to control Windows Update behavior, there are ways.
Most require paying for an upgrade to the Windows 10 Pro Edition.

How to manage Windows 10 updates to prevent them from ruining
your life
Buying or upgrading to Windows 10 Pro allows you more options to
manage Windows 10 updates on your terms.
https://www.pcworld.com/article/3311868/windows/how-to-managewindows-10-updates.html

You can set a wireless connection to “metered” to help limit unwanted
Windows updates. Your router name will appear at the top.

The additional options circled in red are made available with Windows 10 Pro.

How to block the Windows 10 October 2018 Update, version 1809,
from installing
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3232632/microsoftwindows/how-to-block-the-windows-10-october-2018-updateversion-1809-from-installing.html
Wushowhide: an “odd bird” from Microsoft

Combined with a metered connection and the Pro deferral settings,
these tools can keep a major Feature Update at bay for months. But
eventually you will want to apply all MS Updates except drivers,
Silverlight and certain other runtimes your PC may not need.

This bears repeating: Drivers need attention only when:
1) something is not working
2) your manufacturer has been notified of a security issue with one
of their drivers.
Let me be clear – only update drivers from your whole computer’s
manufacturer – not individual components. And do not use third
party driver update utilities.
The one exception I know of is graphics cards. And of course
anything not physically inside your computer, or added inside and
not part of the original configuration.
But always go to the manufacturer’s site. (I have an Intel Driver and
Support Utility which automates this process.)
There may be third party or Microsoft runtimes on your computer.
Some items which are generally no longer used by anything include:
Java Runtimes
Microsoft Silverlight
for many users, .NET Framework
Adobe Flash Player (a few exceptions)
certain other Microsoft Windows runtimes don’t remove older
versions.

Removal of these items is usually a matter of going through
Programs and Features and removing items you are very sure you
won’t need. If you need something after all, it can usually be found
somewhere, even old versions, and installed.
To remove things like Java, more than the program’s uninstaller may
help prevent Windows and programs from experiencing difficulties
based on disconnected remnants. I use Geek Uninstaller (although
Revo Uninstaller is just fine) to fully remove the various tentacles
things like Java runtimes can leave behind throughout a Windows
system.
https://geekuninstaller.com/

Geek Uninstaller interface

Third Party Software is difficult to keep track of. But there are a few
good and safe software update programs.

Ninite
https://ninite.com/

SUMo Lite
https://www.kcsoftwares.com/?sumo

Reference:
9 Free Software Updater Programs
Update your outdated software with one of these free tools
https://www.lifewire.com/free-software-updater-programs-2625200
(Questions and Answers about Microsoft Updates and Software and
Driver Updating, and removing obsolete programs and runtimes.)

We may be near the end of Session One at this point. The next and
final part of this presentation is about Windows 10 system
maintenance.
First, some things NOT to do:
Do not manually defragment hard drives, or apply Trim to SSDs.
Windows 10 does this automatically if you let it happen. It’s part of
Windows 10 Scheduled Automatic Maintenance:
Every two weeks, you should let your computer stay on, in an
Administrator Account, with Internet access, and idle (in Standby is
OK, as you can set things up so that the PC will be awakened,
maintenance will be performed, and the PC will go back to sleep
when all maintenance is finished. A report is always available as to
what has been done or attempted, and there are notifications if
there’s something found which automatic maintenance was unable to
resolve.
Reference:
How to Schedule Automatic Maintenance on Windows 10
(and What It Does)
https://www.howtogeek.com/127078/how-to-change-and-manuallystart-and-stop-automatic-maintenance-in-windows-8/

Windows 10 Automatic Maintenace

The default time is 2:00 AM, any day when things need to be done.
Usually, this happens only every two weeks or so. But when you
first let it run, it only makes a one-hour window for itself. If longer
time is needed, you will need to let this task run over several nights.
So it’s best at first to leave your computer idle but on overnight for
about a week. After that, you should be able to get away with leaving
the computer on just for one weekend per month, preferably a week
or two after the monthly Microsoft Updates. Sooner would deprive
you of the ability to fully restore your system if a monthly update
goes sideways on you. (This is rare, in spite of the publicity such
events can generate.)
Do not clean the Windows Registry, unless there’s a malware
episode, a runtime needs to be fully removed, or some such dire
emergency.

Aggressive Registry cleaners are third only to driver updaters and
third party antivirus programs on the list of causes of Windows
instabilities or inability to successfully apply updates or Feature
updates (upgrades). Some “system optimizers” also do damages
which may not show up for months or even years after the damage
has been done.
What can be done: Windows Maintenance
Every day to every week, clean up your web browser.
You can export Bookmarks or Favorites, and History to backup sets,
with as many folders as you want. Bookmarks and History for major
browsers export to HTML files. Entire Chrome or Firefox user
profiles can be copied and restored, if you know where they are.
Reference:
How to import and export browser bookmarks or favorites
https://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000524.htm

This is from Firefox, but others are similar. Note the HTML format
is used.

The point of exporting all the user data we can, is to be able to clean
up the browser thoroughly. I use an Extension in Chrome, but you
could find the settings and do all of this by hand.

What Click and Clean (HotCleaner) can cleanup (among other
things) are:

Cookies, including tracking cookies. (I do not save login cookies.)
Cache (a cause of browser slowdowns and “memory leaks”)
History (clutter I don’t like to keep around)
Passwords (never store these in a browser)
plugin caches and histories
I like to clean out unused bookmarks myself. But some extensions
and some system cleaners can do this for you as well. For Firefox I
use Forget Me Not, which replaced Eraser.

By doing all this cleanup, my browser gets less cluttered and
performs better. Removing unused extensions and not using ultiple
ad blockers each with its own databases can also help with browser
performance.
AdwCleaner also removes trackers and adware which may be
slowing your browser and causing unnecessary distractions.
Startup Management and System Cleanup
I use two different non-aggressive system cleanup tools: Glary
Utilities and Ccleaner.
The important thing to keep in mind is to know what each checkbox
you have enabled in a cleaner is going to remove. This avoids many
unpleasant surprises down the road. Explaining all of these things to
be cleaned is beyond the scope of this presentation, but the main
purposes are to improve system stability and performance where
possible, and to reduce distractions and clutter. Browsers and some
third party apps can be added to the cleanup routines in these
cleaners, but some of us do not want third party utilities doing the
cleanup in some of our software.
So here’s what these two utilities look like in action:

Ccleaner
https://www.ccleaner.com/ccleaner

Glary Utilities
https://www.glarysoft.com/glary-utilities/

One thing to note: Both Glary Utilities and Ccleaner have Tray Items
which you have to right-click on and select Quit or Exit to stop
background system monitoring. This is very important, as these
processes don’t obey a Disable command. You’ll have to quit these
programs at every startup and every login.
But there are Startups which can be managed.
Windows 10 Startups management
This can be done with the two system cleanup utilities, or Windows
10 has a way to do this the Windows way:

By the way, if you need to find a Windows 10 setting, just use
Cortana Search. When set up for local results only, this is your best
friend in finding the often hidden and scattered Windows 10 settings.
Reference:
How to Manage Startup Programs in Windows 10’s Settings App
https://www.howtogeek.com/351537/how-to-manage-startupprograms-in-windows-10s-settings-app/

The Windows 10 Startups Manager setting pane.

There are also background processes which you can manage in
several ways in Windows 10, but this is getting pretty technical. And
it’s easy to make a mistake if you don’t know exactly what you are
doing. No one likes to have to reset or restore Windows because of
an error we did to ourselves.

How to stop apps from running in the background on Windows 10
You can stop apps from running in the background to save battery,
data usage, and (some) system resources, and in this guide, we'll
show you how on Windows 10.
https://www.windowscentral.com/how-prevent-apps-runningbackground-windows-10

Controls for Apps which run in the background in Windows 10.

Windows 10 Task Manager Processes Tab.

References:
How to use Windows 10 Task Manager to kill processes that drain
resources
If your PC is slowing down or apps stop responding, this guide can
help find and terminate the processes that are causing the problem,
using Task Manager on Windows 10.
https://www.windowscentral.com/how-identify-and-terminate-highresource-processes-using-task-manager-windows-10
How to fix too many background processes in Windows 10
https://windowsreport.com/too-many-background-processeswindows-10
(Questions and Answers about system cleanup and browser
cleanup.)

This brings us to (nearly) the end of this presentation.
As I said upfront, there is way too much material available to handle
in one, or even two, group meetings. And things change frequently
with Widnows 10. Just look what has become of Windows Disk
Cleanup (which can be run two weeks after a Feature Update, but is
too powerful to use on a monthly basis):
Here’s the Version 1803 Disk Cleanup pane:

Windows 10 1809 (l) vs. 1803 (r) Disk Cleanup GUI.

But in Version 1809, this is part of Windows 10 Storage Sense.

One more change:
Beware! Disk Cleanup in Windows 10 October 2018 Update Can
Empty Your Downloads Folder
https://wccftech.com/disk-cleanup-windows-10-october-2018update-empty-downloads-folder/

So either uncheck the Downloads Folder in Storage Sense or move
your more permanent downloads to other folders and make backup
copies before running disk cleanup in Windows 10 Version 1809.

For this and other reasons, I would not let Storage Sense
automatically perform Disk Cleanup in Windows 10. I would do it
selectively when I choose to do it.
As with automatic updates, don’t let Windows run anything
automatically in the middle of the night unless you really trust
whatever it is that Windows is trying to do to...er, for you now.
Reference:
Microsoft confirms Disk Cleanup tool deprecation in Windows 10
https://www.ghacks.net/2018/09/14/microsoft-confirms-diskcleanup-tool-deprecation-in-windows-10/
So that’s a rundown from a bird’s eye view of Windows 10 updating
and maintenance. There are many other things you can do, but these
actions on this schedule should take care of most of the issues which
maintenance and updating can deal with. The main objectives are not
to lose anything important, but to get rid of clutter and performancekillers. Then also to make the system safer and more private.
Again, privacy controls can be dealt with much more aggressively
than I am presenting here. But that is another topic entirely.

If we have any time left, or maybe next meeting, we can continue
this discussion.
– Bob Primak –
– Feb. 13, 2019 –
for the Lexington Science and Technology Interest Group
Addenda:
MultiPack Visual C++ Installer
https://mpvci.co.uk/?mc_cid=b80a23ba87&mc_eid=fc278575d8
(mentioned in Windows Secrets Newsletter paid content, but I can
share what it is and what it does)
Hosted on OlderGeeks.com
https://www.oldergeeks.com/downloads/file.php?
id=2511&mc_cid=b80a23ba87&mc_eid=fc278575d8
Why Are There So Many “Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributables”
Installed on My PC?
https://www.howtogeek.com/256245/why-are-there-so-manymicrosoft-visual-c-redistributables-installed-on-my-pc/

So we need a tool which manages old, obsolete and possible
insecure versions of these plugins. Up 'til now, I had no such tool I
could recommend. But thanks to Deanna McElveen (Deanna's
Freeware) I have a tool which I can recommend. And if you've
never run this tool, you should -- ASAP.

The tool removes all C++ Redistributable packages, then downloads
and installs all currently supported C++ Redistributable packages. It
is a portable (not installed) program, so you can run it from any
location and then remove it by deleting the folder or file it runs from.
Some older games and applications (and old versions of current
software) may not work properly after doing this removal of old C+
+ versions. That is something you will have to take up with whoever
keeps you on these old versions or old apps. If it's your own failure
to update and look for more modern alternatives, now's your chance
to update or migrate.

Do this little task -- your security and the stability of some of your
programs may improve.
If this program doesn’t work properly, try this:
https://github.com/abbodi1406/vcredist

Also of Interest:
Web Browsers -- Notes from the Field
Dispatches from the browser-war's front lines
By Woody Leonhard
AskWoody Plus Newsletter (free content)
(Look for this issue of the Newsletter at
https://www.askwoody.com/dispatches-from-the-browser-wars-front-lines/

– free content.)
Everything you would never have thought to ask, by Woody
Leonhard.

-- Bob Primak -(include in updating and cleanup talk Part Two.)
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